Flooring by Destiny
Laminate Floor

Welcome
to DESTINY

With a DESTINY Laminate floor, you benefit from our
knowledge from almost 150 years wood manufacturing and
60 years experience in the manufacturing of multilayer parquet.
Because, as a parquet specialist, we have an especially good
feel for the most beautiful and natural wood styles, our
laminate floors are almost that are almost indistinguishable
from real parquet. However, it is not only the deceptively
authentic styles that make our Laminate Floor particularly
attractive. Trendy formats such as DESTINY Campus,
DESTINY Loft or the long-plank format DESTINY Gran Via emphasize the
stunning parquet look. As we are a traditional family business, you also benefit from our
legendary quality Made in U.S. Be inspired by our incomparably comprehensive
range of laminate floors on the following pages. Whether you choose the allrounder
of the 75 Series, the tough ones from the 100 Series or the extra strong ones from the
250 Series – in each case you will be choosing a laminate floor which lays the innovative
technologies of the flooring industry at your feet. Particularly outstanding are the
uniquely easy and quick installation system Top Connect and the ComforTec technology
for DESTINY Silent CT, the world’s quietest laminate floor. For those who want a
natural floor of high quality, DESTINY is exactly the right choice. We hope you enjoy some
inspiring hours in the huge world of DESTINY Laminate Floors.
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DESTINY
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Visit our homepage for further information
about our attractive product range.

We create
quality of living
4

Who could know better what authentic wood styles have to look like than the parquet specialist
DESTINY ?
With our quality laminate floors we provide the foundation for extraordinary interior designs.
Among those is also the particularly attractive long-plank format Gran Via, which allows you to
create impressive rooms. Or the slim Loft planks which make interior designs possible that are just as
extraordinary as those of our stylish novelty Campus with its extra wide planks. It does not matter
which of our selected laminate floors you choose to make your dream of a room come true:
DESTINY creates a quality of living in every living and working environment.
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Why DESTINY
Laminate Floor?
1

All our experience – for the most beautiful wood styles
American leading parquet manufacturer has the competence and
knowledge to offer laminate floors with authentic surfaces
that are almost indistinguishable from the originals.
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The world’s quietest laminate floor: DESTINY Silent CT
The desire to continuously improve our products for the benefit of our customers drives
our everyday work. The best example for the innovation trendsetter in the flooring
industry: DESTINY’s development of TRITTY CT, Silent CT, the world’s quietest laminate
floor.
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Probably the world’s easiest installation system:
To make our floors not only look good, but also easy to install, we have equipped
them with the Top Connect installation system. It is not without a reason that it is
known as probably the world’s easist installation system.
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TRITTY 75
The allrounder with renowned brand quality

*wood reproduction

Those who have to watch their budget, but
do not want to do without quality and a large
range, are on the right track with our DESTINY
75 Series. They are the perfect choice, not only
for the first own home. Tough and available in
many appealing looks, DESTINY 75 is your
first choice when it comes to cosiness and
a comfortable atmosphere of living.
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Stylish living for Everyone.

With DESTINY, everybody can afford a trendy, state-of-the-art
home. The perfect foundation for this is our wood reproduction Oak
Tobacco pores rustic, with its appealing colouration and the naturally
expressive grain.
Impressive styles can also be found in these colours, for example:

1

2

1 Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ITALICA CREME*
authentic
2 Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK NATURE*
authentic matt

*wood reproduction

4V = with bevelled edges on four sides
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Clearly comfortable.

Trendy wood styles meet modern colouration in combination with
an appealing liveliness. The result in your home is astounding:
a Laminate Floor of welcoming cosiness – for a luxurious atmosphere.
Also with these styles:

1

2

1 Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK DOLOMITI*
textured matt
2 Plank 1-Strip 4V
PINE PACIFICO*
textured matt

DESTINY 75
3-Strip
ROBINIA WHITE SANDED*
PORES RUSTIC

*wood reproduction

4V = with bevelled edges on four sides
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DESTINY 75
Plank 1-Strip
HIGHLAND OAK*
TEXTURED MATT
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DESTINY 75
1-Strip

And when does the new
cosiness move into your home?
With our TRITTY 75 Series Laminate Floors you almost automatically
install a new quality of living into your own four walls. No matter
whether you prefer light or red brown floors. Enjoy the choice at
DESTINY.

*wood reproduction

PORES
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DESTINY TRITTY 75
Plank 1-Strip
ALABAMA OAK*
TEXTURED

Matching accessories: Skirtings
For each of our laminate floors, we offer suiting skirtings for a perfect overall
appearance. To make the realisation of your personal floor dream especially easy
for you, we have developed an attractive, yet brilliantly simple skirting system.
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As impressive as the original.

DESTINY TRITTY 75
Plank 1-Strip
WENGE*
PORES

*wood reproduction

Wenge is one of the world’s most noble wood types. Those who do
not want to do without the precious tropical timber will find the right
floor with our reproduction that is hardly distinguishable from the
original. The attractive plank look of Oak Alabama on the left side
also creates a magic home atmosphere.
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DESTINY TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
OAK ITALICA SMOKED*
AUTHENTIC
18 | TRITTY 100 | Gran Via 4V

TRITTY 100
The tough one with the huge choice.

*wood reproduction

Authentic solid wood appearance, sophisticated
surface treatments, tough and durable in many
living and working environments – this is the
TRITTY 100 Series. Over 130 different products,
57 styles, 8 surface textures, 6 designs – no
wishes for the own home remain unfulfilled.
With our particularly trendy long-plank design
Gran Via, you can create exciting interior
designs, especially in combination with our
authentic wood styles and with Silent CT, the
world’s quietest laminate floor. Brand new in
our Laminate Floor family: the Campus format.
Here, the classic board length meets a new
trendy width – for extraordinary interior
experiences. With these innovative and trendy
laminate floors it is first class living.
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Gran Via 4V:
the very special
one for your home.
Extra long, extra wide, particularly authentic thanks to bevelled edges on all
four sides: a true trend product with a length of 2200 mm / 86 5/8’’ and a
width of 243 mm / 9 9/16’’. Our boards in Gran Via format
create an amazing,
spacious appearance. A real treasure for a
trendy ambience. The authentic
look of the Gran Via planks is emphasized by its bevelled edges on all four
sides: creating that vibrant plank effect that looks
just like real wood parquet.
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*wood reproduction

DESTINY TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
OAK CONTURA
STONE GREY*
AUTHENTIC
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The natural quality of being.
Clear vibrancy + accentuated naturalness = convincing ambience.
Our new wood reproduction Oak Contura Natur in Gran Via 4V trend
format gives every room a particular high-quality appeal.
The well-balanced style is convincing as well: a detailed grain with
authentically emphasized sapwood elements meets a finely matched
colouration.

HARO TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
OAK CONTURA
NATUR*
AUTHENTIC
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*wood reproduction
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Powerful and noble.
With the wood reproduction Oak Contura Stone Grey and its
authentic surface with particularly natural texture that evokes
oiled parquet floors, the foundation for a noble and powerful interior
design can be created. And thanks to the particularly popular Gran Via
4V board format, a spacious dimension moves into your living areas –
especially inopen rooms.
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*wood reproduction

DESTINY TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
ALPINE OAK NATURE*
AUTHENTIC MATT
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Which Oak is your favourite?
Living on Vintage Oak. Our Laminate Floor Oak Vintage is a luxury you
can now afford at any time. The authentic wood reproduction combines
the noble appeal of precious Vintage Oak with the entirely typical
bevelled edges on four sides of parquet.

DESTINY TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
OAK VINTAGE*
TEXTURED MATT
V
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*wood reproduction
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DESTINY TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
OAK DUNA LIMEWASHED*
SHE
ED
D*
AUTHENTIC
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You can make more out of your home.

*wood reproduction

Limewashed looks are absolute favourites among wood floors. The
liming creates an interesting light colouration and intensifies the
wood’s grain. How convenient that you can also get it as an
authentic reproduction in the form of a laminate floor. On top
of that, it is even available in the particularly trendy Gran Via 4V
format.
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New interpretation of Pine.
An impressive appearance: these two Pine reproductions do not
only impress through their appealing colours. Through the spacious
look of the Gran Via format you achieve an incomparable additional
spaciousness and vastness. By the way: the bevels on all four sides
emphasize the plank character of our Gran Via floors even more.

HARO TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
BROOKLYN PINE*
PORES RUSTIC
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*wood reproduction

DESTINY TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
PINE PACIFICO*
TEXTURED MATT
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Easy care.
It is not only the authentic wood reproductions
and the elaborate finishing of our laminate floors
that will convince you – DESTINY also sets a
standard when it comes to cleaning and care. Our
especially developed ecological floor cleaning
concentrate 'active' from the clean & green series
is easy to use and environmentally compatible –
use the measuring cap to add a small amount
to the cleaning water, mop the floor with a
well-wrung out cloth, done.

DESTINY TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
SMOKED OAK TERRENO
LIMEWASHED*
AUTHENTIC MATT
0
00
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Original or reproduction?

*wood reproduction

Our laminate floors are hardly distinguishable from real parquet at
first sight - even for experts. No wonder, because our decades of
experience as a parquet specialist and our high quality standard will
pay off for you.
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Campus 4V:
The best of
two worlds.
What about if you combine the classic board length of 1282 mm / 50 15/32’’
with the spacious width of Gran Via 4V boards? By upgrading the classic
Plank 1-Strip design a completely new floor look is created - unlike any
seen before. With 243 mm / 9 9/16’’ wide boards and the bevelled edges
on four sides, which are typical for parquet, appealing living foundations
can now be designed with the new Campus 4V design, which make every
room appear more spacious.
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*wood reproduction

DESTINY TRITTY 100
Campus 4V
OAK CONTURA SAND*
AUTHENTIC
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DESTINY TRITTY 100
Campus 4V
OAK CONTURA
STONE GREY*
AUTHENTIC

The new passion for natural qualities.
With a subtle colouration that harmonises with the trend colours of
the latest interior designs, and the powerful grain which is typical for
Oak, as well as the new format Campus 4V, modern interpretations
of the classic Oak are created.
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*wood reproduction

DESTINY TRITTY 100
Campus 4V
ALPINE OAK GREY*
AUTHENTIC MATT
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DESTINY TRITTY 100
Campus 4V
SMOKED OAK TERRENO
LIMEWASHED*
AUTHENTIC MATT
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Oak offers more.

Oak is one of the most expressive wood species. Our perfect wood
reproductions with their inspiring colouration show how many
different possibilities are within this strong piece of wood. From light
to dark, from Oak Duna Limewashed over Alpine Oak Natur to Oak
Italica Smoked - we offer a colour spectrum that fulfils every wish.

1

2

3

1 Campus 4V
OAK DUNA LIMEWASHED*
authentic
2 Campus 4V
ALPINE OAK NATUR*
authentic matt
3 Campus 4V
OAK ITALICA SMOKED*
authentic

Make rooms magical.

*wood reproduction

Every room has its own character that can now be accentuated with
our Smoked Oak Terreno style in a dark and warm brown shade with
limewashed pores. This is not only due to the particularly authentic
wood reproduction of Germany’s leading parquet brand, but also
due to the sophisticated engineering, the modern design and the
convincing Campus 4V board format.
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DESTINY TRITTY 100
Loft 4V
OAK CREME LIMEWASHED*
AUTHENTIC
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DESTINY TRITTY 100
Loft 4V
OAK CLASSIC WHITE*
AUTHENTIC

The noble look of Oak.

*wood reproduction

No matter whether you prefer our Oak Classic White or our Oak
Creme Limewashed, both wood reproductions are experts at
awarding a room with a friendly and cosy atmosphere. And thanks
to their light colour both floors are in line with the trend.
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Reinterpretation of a classic.
Even though Elm is one of the classic wood types in carpentry, it is
less often found as a floor covering in this part of the world. With
Elm Crema we interpret the style in a rustic, natural way, in a modern
light colour with an interesting versatile colour play between the
different elements.
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*wood reproduction

DESTINY TRITTY 100
PLANK 1-STRIP 4V
ELM CREMA*
PORES RUSTIC
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DESTINY TRITTY 100
PLANK 1-STRIP
MERBAU SEDAN*
PORES MATT

... and rooms become homes.
Perfect example for the new comfort with our quality laminate floor:
on the one hand the sublime charm of the Merbau reproduction. On
the other hand, there is the trendy look of the Chestnut reproduction
with bevelled edges on all four sides in a contrasting colour.
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*wood reproduction

DESTINY TRITTY 100
PLANK 1-STRIP 4V
CHESTNUT IMPRESSO*
TEXTURED MATT
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DESTINY TRITTY 75

Plank 1-Strip
NORDIC PINE*

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK DOLOMITI*

ID no. 526 796

ID no. 530 294

Plank 1-Strip
ALABAMA OAK*

Plank 1-Strip 4V
PINE PACIFICO*

ID no. 526 787

ID no. 530 291

DESTINY TRITTY 100

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK TOBACCO*

Plank 1-Strip
WENGE*

ID no. 530 297

ID no. 526 798

Plank 1-Strip 4V
BOURBON OAK*

Plank 1-Strip
HIGHLAND OAK*

ID no. 526 940

ID no. 526 652

